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ABSTRACT
T
Video and imag
ge quality are often objectively
y measured usin
ng
peak signal-to-no
oise ratio (PSN
NR), but for sign
n language videeo,
human compreheension is most important. Yet the relationship of
human compreh
hension to PSNR
R has not been
n studied. In th
his
survey, we deetermine how well PSNR matches humaan
comprehension of sign languagee video. We use very low bitrattes
(10-60 kbps) an
nd two low sp
patial resolution
ns (192×144 an
nd
320×240 pixels) which may be typical of video
o transmission on
mobile phones using 3G netwo
orks. In a natio
onal online videeo
based user surveey of 103 respon
ndents, we found
d that responden
nts
preferred the 32
20×240 spatial resolution transm
mitted at 20 kbps
p
and higher; this does not match what PSNR resu
ults would predicct.
However, wheen comparing perceived ease/difficulty of
comprehension, we found that responses did co
orrelate well wiith
measured PSNR.. This suggests that PSNR may not be suitable for
representing sub
bjective video quality, but can
n be reliable as a
measure for com
mprehensibility off American Sign
n Language (ASL
L)
video. These fin
ndings are appllied to our exp
perimental mobiile
phone applicatio
on, MobileASL,, which enablees real-time sig
gn
unication for Deeaf users at low
w bandwidths ov
ver
laanguage commu
ular network.
thhe U.S. 3G cellu

Figuree 1: One framee of a paired-coomparison of 1992×144 (left)
d at 10 kbps
and 3220×240 (right) spatial resolutions transmitted
and diisplayed at 320×240 pixels.
program
ms like Qik, Frinng, Purple, and ZVRS [10,20,211,36] require
access to expensive andd not widely avaailable 4G cellullar networks
martphones. Alsso, many celluular networks (AT&T and
and sm
Verizonn) no longer proovide unlimited data plans, furtther limiting
mitations, we
access to mobile videeo calls. To adddress these lim
createdd an experimeental mobile phone application called
MobileeA
ASL [2], whichh enables Deaf people to comm
municate in
real-tim
me via sign langguage at low bittrates over the U.S. cellular
networkk. What distingguishes MobileeASL is that itt is able to
transmiit over 3G in adddition to 4G annd Wi-Fi and uses region of
interestt identification [5] to enable transmission off intelligible
sign lan
anguage video at very low bitraates, making siggn language
video a vailable to manyy more devices and people.

Categories and Subjectt Descriptorrs
K.4.2. [Social Isssues]: Assistive technologies forr persons with
disabilities; H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Inforrmation Systemss – Video.

Researcch on audiovissual quality [155,34,35] has inddicated that
when h earing people are shown viddeo with visuaally detailed
scenes at low bitrates,, sound becomees increasingly important to
compennsate. We invesstigate whether video quality is perceived
differenntly among deaff and non-deaf users since sounnd cannot be
used too compensate foor low video quaality for deaf1 peeople. Since
compreehension of videeo is a subjectivee measure, objecctive metrics
like peaak-signal-to-noiise ratio (PSNR)), a widely usedd measure of
objectivve video quaality [32], do not necessarrily reflect
compreehension and suubjective qualityy as perceived by viewers
[11,13]]. Researchers hhave tried to creaate algorithms [17,28,31] to
mimic the human visuaal system to meaasure subjective quality, but
the succcess at which a lgorithms reflecct users’ percepptions varies
with ussers, video conteent, and data traansmission ratess. Therefore,
we turnn to the user too investigate perrception (betweeen ASL and
non-AS
SL speakers) annd comprehensioon (ASL speakeers only) of
video q uality at varyingg low bitrates annd spatial resoluttions.

General Terrms
Performance, Ex
xperimentation, Human Factors.

Keywords
PSNR, video com
mpression, bitratte, spatial resoluttion, online
survey, mobile phones, American
n Sign Languagee, Deaf
community.

1. INTRODUCTION
Real-time mob
bile video chaat is becomin
ng popular for
communication. This enables deaf people to communicate in a
ge
laanguage accessiible to many off them, Americaan Sign Languag
(A
ASL). Howeverr, some mobile video chat progrrams like iPhonee’s
FaceTime [1] on
nly work over Wi-Fi, and other mobile video ch
hat
Permission to mak
ke digital or hard copies of all or paart of this work fo
or
personal or classro
oom use is granted
d without fee proviided that copies arre
not made or distrributed for profit or commercial advantage and thaat
copies bear this notice and the fulll citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or repu
ublish, to post on
n servers or to reedistribute to listss,
requires prior speccific permission an
nd/or a fee.
ASSETS’11, Octob
ber 24-26, 2011, Dundee, Scotland, UK.
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0
0919-6/11/10...$10
0.00.

We creeated and deployyed a national video-based onlinne survey to
investiggate user prefereences and comprrehension whenn varying the
1
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Using capital “Deaf” is accepted practicee when referring too members of
Deaf Culture, while loower case “deaf” is used when reeferring to an
indiviidual with hearing loss.

bitrates (10-60 kbps in increments of 10 kbps) and spatial
resolutions (192×144 and 320×240) of ASL video that would be
transmitted for mobile video phone communication. We seek to
answer four questions:

algorithm that adapts the PSNR curve to the mean opinion scores
(MOS) by scaling, clipping, and smoothing the PSNR results. The
new MOS adapted from the PSNR curve was compared to the
assessed subjective MOS whose results demonstrated an average
r = .89. Both algorithms demonstrated success in increasing the
accuracy of measuring subjective video quality; however, both
researchers recognize that their algorithms are content-dependent
and have higher performance with fast motion video, of which
sign language video would be considered one.

1) When users are shown ASL video encoded at different spatial
resolutions and bitrates, which combinations do they prefer?
2) How does the objective video quality measure (PSNR)
compare to the subjective video quality preferences for
varying bitrates and spatial resolutions?

Related research by Ciaramello and Hemami [7] developed an
objective measure of ASL intelligibility which relies on region-of
interest (ROI) encoding of different areas of video. They encoded
ASL video at three different bitrates (20, 45, and 80 kbps) and
five ROI settings that vary the allocation of bits to the background
and the signer in the foreground during video encoding. This
resulted in video with the background appearing blurrier than the
ASL signer depending on the bitrate and ROI combinations. In a
paired comparison experiment with 12-respondents, they found
that at higher bitrates, respondents preferred the background and
signer in the foreground to be equal in blurriness; however, at
lower encoding bitrates respondents preferred the signer to be less
blurry than the background. Our experiment is different than
theirs since we are evaluating both subjective video quality and
comprehension while they only evaluated subjective video
quality. We are interested to learn how preferences and
comprehension may change with varying spatial resolutions and
bitrates since a person may not like a video quality, but still may
be able to understand its content.

3) For respondents who are fluent in ASL, does video quality
preference influence comprehension of video content with
varied spatial resolutions and bitrates?
4) For respondents who are fluent in ASL, how do varied spatial
resolutions and bitrates affect their perceived ease/difficulty of
comprehension?
In our survey, both ASL and non-ASL speaking respondents
overwhelmingly preferred the video quality of the larger spatial
ଶ
resolution at bitrates of 20 kbps ( χଵ,ேୀଽହ
=68.4, p<.0001) and
higher. However, the objective PSNR measurements showed a
crossover point at 50 kbps and higher, where transmitting the
larger spatial resolution (320×240 instead of 192×144) had higher
objective video quality than the smaller spatial resolution
transmitted at the same bitrates. Despite PSNR not accurately
reflecting subjective quality, it did accurately correlate with
comprehension of ASL video. We found that comprehension was
made easier when the larger spatial resolution was transmitted at
50 kbps (Z=100.0, p<.001) and higher, the same crossover point
as for the PSNR. These findings and others are presented in detail
in our results section.

A related research topic is investigating tolerance of image
artifacts when lowering bitrates and image resolutions. Bae et al.
[4] conducted a 7-respondent experiment that assessed absolute
perceived quality and relative perceived quality of compressed
images at different bitrates. In the absolute perceived quality
assessment, respondents were shown uncompressed images and
asked to score the image on a 5-point Likert scale. Next,
compressed sets of images were presented to the participant, who
selected the one image that they preferred the most. Bae et al.
discovered that as bitrates decrease, respondents preferred to
maintain image quality by selecting a lower image resolution.
Respondents were willing to accept an increase in image
distortion (compression noise) introduced by the coding
algorithms when shown an image at smaller spatial resolutions.

The main contributions of this paper are identifying that
subjective video quality preferences do not differ among ASL and
non-ASL speakers; that the perceived ease/difficulty of ASL
video comprehension is affected by bitrate and spatial resolution
at which video is transmitted; and that PSNR may correlate with
perceived ease/difficulty of comprehending ASL video. These
results can be used to understand how video comprehension
relates to PSNR, which may enable designers of video telephony
systems to optimize their choices; for example, to save battery life
on mobile devices whose power resources are highly constrained.

2. RELATED WORK

A similar research topic has been conducted to understand how
varying frame rate and display size of ASL video affects
comprehension when shown on a computer. Hooper et al. [12]
conducted a subjective study to determine if varying frame rate
and display size of ASL video would impact learning
comprehension. Their study investigated three frame rates (6, 12,
and 18 fps) and three video display sizes (240×180, 320×240, and
480×360) with the bitrate for each video held constant at 700
kbps. They found that the display size of video did not affect
comprehension, but varying the frame rates did. Our study is
different than Hooper et al.’s because we are interested in
comprehension of video at bitrates ten times less than what they
used in their study and transmitting smaller spatial resolutions at a
constant frame rate. Our previous research on MobileASL [5] has
investigated varying frame rates [6,26] for data transmission and
will not be elaborated on. We expand by varying spatial
resolutions and bitrates to investigate subjective video quality
preferences and comprehension all while comparing these results
to PSNR measurements.

Numerous metrics and algorithms have been created in an attempt
to bridge the gap between PSNR and subjective video quality.
However, the PSNR has not been shown to accurately represent
subjective video quality [8,18,22,30] and a standard subjective
metric has not yet been adopted.
Feghali et al. [8] created a subjective quality model that takes into
account encoding parameters (quantization error and frame rate)
and motion speed of video during calculation of their new
subjective quality metric. They used the Pearson’s correlation, r,
which is a measure of how well their subjective model matches
subjective video quality, where values closer to 1 indicate a
perfect positive linear relation. They were able to achieve, on
average (across five videos with different motion levels) an
r = .93 when comparing the assessed subjective quality to their
new subjective quality metric. For high motion video, such as a
football game, the assessed subjective quality compared to the
PSNR resulted in r = .57, while the new quality metric resulted in
r = .95; however, a smaller difference in r was found for slow
motion video. Nemethova et al. [18] created a different rule-based
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3. PSNR CU
URVES
Selecting a specific spatial resolution and bitrate combination to
trransmit video on MobileASL is important because there are
trradeoffs with computational complexity, vid
deo quality, an
nd
hone such as battery life and daata
resource availabiility on a cell ph
rate consumption
n. Larger video
o resolutions an
nd higher bitrattes
y at the expen
nse of increaseed
result in higherr video quality
computational po
ower to transmitt the data in reaal time. Before we
can investigate how resource allocation is affected by videeo
trransmission, wee need to determ
mine at which bitrates and spatiial
ough video quality for intelligib
ble
resolutions we can get high eno
conversations.
Despite the fact that PSNR maay not be suitab
ble for measurin
ng
subjective video quality, it still is a reasonablee measurement of
video quality when used acro
oss the same content [25]. We
calculated PSNR
R of two different spatial resolutions (192×140 an
nd
320×240 pixels) and 15 bitrates (10-150 kbps in
n increments of 10
kbps) of the sam
me ASL video. The smaller spattial resolution was
92×140 pixels an
nd then enlarged
d and displayed at
trransmitted at 19
320×240 pixels using bilinear intterpolation [27] before PSNR was
calculated.
The same 12-seccond video clip of a local deaf woman signing at
her natural signin
ng pace with a stationary backgrround was used in
thhe calculation of PSNR. The video was reco
orded at 320×24
40
pixels at 15 fpss. Duplicate vid
deos were created at the smalller
spatial resolution
n before calculaating the PSNR. The x264 codeec,
an open source version of H.264
4 codec, was useed to compress th
he
videos at each spatial resolution
n and bitrate co
ombination [3,24
4].
As Figure 2 deemonstrates, thee PSNR values for each spatiial
resolution increase monotonically with increasin
ng bitrate.

Figuree 2: PSNR(dB) vs. Bitrate (kb
bps) for spatiall resolutions
displayyed at 320×2440 pixels. High
her PSNR meeans higher
objecttive video qualiity. Whether itt means higherr subjective
percep
ption of quality is a topic of thiis research.
resolutiion always had higher video quaality than the sm
maller spatial
resolutiion.
The onnline survey begaan by asking parrticipants to selff-report their
fluencyy in ASL. The survey asked diffferent questionss depending
on the response to thiss question. Part 1 was a paired--comparison
experim
ment which innvestigated the subjective viddeo quality
prefereences of ASL sppeakers and nonn-ASL speakers (see Figure
3). Parrt 2 was a sinngle-stimulus exxperiment whichh examined
SL video of vaarying bitrates and spatial
compreehension of AS
resolutiions (ASL speaakers only) (see Figures 4 and 5). Finally,
part 3 a sked demographhic questions.

We found that th
he PSNR curves demonstrated a crossover poiint
where, at lower bitrates (40 kbp
ps and below), the smaller spatiial
resolutions had higher PSNR values than the larger spatiial
resolution. Visuaal inspection of the same ASL video (displayed at
wer bitrates (10--40 kbps) showeed
thhe same size) trransmitted at low
more blocky arttifacts in videoss sent at 320×2
240 pixels than at
192×144. The crrossover in the PSNR plots occurred because at
very low bitratess, the higher resolution video is quantized mo
ore
heavily and thus has very poor visual quality (ssuch as blockineess
and loss of fin
ne details). Thee same videos at lower spatiial
resolutions are not quantized ass heavily which
h results in high
her
measured video quality. As bitraates increase, thee higher resolutio
on
has higher meaasured video quality than thee smaller spatiial
resolutions. Thiss is due to blurrriness from enllarging the videeo.
The crossover of PSNR curvess has been foun
nd in other videeo
compression tecchniques [16,19
9,29], but the results, to our
knowledge, haave not been
n used to evaluate humaan
comprehension, which, along wiith subjective qu
uality measures, is
thhe focus of our online survey.

To dettermine how suubjective video quality prefereence differs
betweeen ASL speakerss and non-ASL speakers, it was important to
get an equal number o f ASL and non--ASL speaking respondents.
We sellected an online survey over a laboratory studyy because an
online survey is accesssible to most peoople with Interneet access, so
more reespondents couldd be included froom across the naation.

4.1 Videos Used in Online Survey
4.1.1 Videos in Parrt 1
The saame 12-second video clips useed to measure PSNR (see
sectionn 3, above) of AS
SL video were used in part 1 off the survey.
A 12-seecond video durration was used because it was long enough
for resspondents to make a video preference selection while
keepingg the overall survey manageeable to compllete in 4-7
minute s. Recall that alll videos were traansmitted at theiir respective
spatial resolution (1922×144 and 320×240) at varied bitrates, and
then d isplayed at 3220×240 pixels (with the smaaller spatial
resolutiion enlarged usinng bilinear interrpolation).

4. ONLINE SURVEY METHOD
From a technological perspecctive, transmitting video at th
he
smaller spatial reesolution and at the lowest bitraates takes the leaast
amount of computational powerr and resources; however, witho
out
feedback
f
from users, we cann
not confirm that sign languag
ge
communication with this video iss intelligible.

4.1.2 Videos in Parrt 2

We created and deployed a nattional three-partt online survey to
he
innvestigate user preferences and comprehension when varying th
bitrates (10-60 kbps in increm
ments of 10 kbps) and spatiial
resolutions (192×144 and 320×240) of ASL video. We did not
consider bitratess higher than 60 kbps since the larger spatiial

Twelvee different videeo clips of thee same local deaf woman
signingg different shortt stories at her natural signingg pace were
used.
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Vid
deo 1 of 122
Select the video
o whose qualityy you prefer.

Figure 3: Screeenshot of one 12
2-second video pair from the paired-comparisson experiment. Respondents selected which video they
preferred to wa
atch.
All videos weree recorded with
h the same parrameters listed in
section 3. Each video was again
n truncated to th
he first 12-secon
nds
of the story to keeep the overall duration of the su
urvey manageab
ble
and to test respo
ondents with co
omprehension qu
uestion about th
hat
segment. A dupllicate set of thee twelve videos were created an
nd
downsampled to a spatial resolu
ution of 192×144
4 pixels. Next, th
he
x264 codec was used to compreess the videos at the six differeent
bitrates [3,24].

(each a t the two diffeerent spatial ressolutions) was shown. This
yields s ix pair-wise coombinations, onee at each bitrate.. The videos
me screen with synchronous
were shhown side-by-side on the sam
playbacck. Respondent s could watch the video pairss repeatedly
until a selection was made. Each of the six pairs waas presented
twice, s witching the leeft/right display order to counterrbalance and
preventt bias from videeo placement. Noone of the test pairs contain
videos at different bitrrates, since previious research [55] confirmed
that higgher bitrates weere always seleccted when givenn the option.
This s tudy design reesulted in tweelve trials per participant.
mization was done with an algorithm thaat randomly
Random
selectedd the next videeo after eliminatting the previouus selection.
Duringg each trial, resspondents were asked to selecct the video
whose quality they preeferred. To makke sure respondeents watched
the viddeo pairs, they ccould not select a preferred videeo until four
second s after a video pair began playing. In addition to recording
which video the partticipant preferred, we also reecorded the
amountt of time it took for a participantt to select his or her choice.

4.2 Paired-C
Comparison
n Experimen
nt
As Figure 3 dem
monstrates, partt 1 of the surveey used a paireed
comparison meth
hod with simulttaneous presentaation as describeed
inn prior work [14]. For each off the six bitratess, a pair of videos
Q1) I found the video
o easy to comprrehend.

4.3 Siingle Stimu
ulus Experim
ment
A singlle stimulus expeeriment, as described in prior woork [14], was
used too evaluate compprehension of ASL video trannsmitted and
encodeed at each com
mbination of spaatial resolution and bitrate.
These combinations y ield twelve viddeos in the singgle stimulus
experim
ment. Before begginning part 2, they were show
wn a practice
video too familiarize theemselves with thhe layout.
Each v ideo was show
wn once (withouut the option too repeat the
video), then removedd from the scrreen and replacced by two
questioons shown one att a time. Figure 4 is an examplee of question
1 whichh asked the partiicipant to rate thheir agreement/ddisagreement
on a 7--point Likert sccale with the staatement, “I founnd the video
easy too comprehend.”” The 7-point Likert scale waas shown in
descendding vertical order from strrongly agree to strongly
disagreee. The word ‘ddifficult’ replacedd the word ‘easyy’ for every
other r espondent, buut always remaained the samee within a
responddent. This appproach preventeed bias from respondents’
interpreetations of “easyy” or “difficult.”” Figure 5 is an example of
questioon 2 which a sked a triviall comprehensioon question
pertainiing to the viddeo shown. Sinnce the ease/ddifficulty of
compreehension varied with each 12-second video segment, the

Figure 4: Q1 wa
as a 7-point Likeert scale for thee ease of
coomprehension. Q1 was shown after the video was removed
frrom the screen.
Q2) What was the ha
appiest day in her life?

Figure 5: Q2 ask
ked a simple com
mprehension qu
uestion
pertaining to thee video shown. Q2 was shown after Q1 was
reemoved from th
he screen.
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comprehension questions were only used as a way to confirm that
the participant had been paying attention to the video.

ASL, 35 non-ASL) owned a cell phone, and 72 of those cell
phone owners (43 ASL, 29 non-ASL) used it to text message.

4.4 Demographic Questions

For part 2 of the survey, we analyzed data from 53 respondents
(33 men, 18 women, and 2 who did not specify). Their age ranged
from 18-71 years old (mean: 27 years) and all but five
respondents were deaf. The self-reported number of years they
have spoken ASL ranged from 3-58 years (mean: 27 years).
Forty-one respondents indicated they use ASL as their daily
language. Finally, 48 respondents indicated they own a cell phone,
with all of them using text messaging, and all but three
respondents said they use video phones and/or video relay
services.

After respondents completed parts 1 and 2, they were asked
background questions which included: “What is your age?”;
“What is your gender?”; “Do you own a cell phone or
Blackberry?”; “Do you text message on the cell phone or
Blackberry?”; “If applicable, what operating system is on your
cell phone?”; “Do you video chat?”; “If applicable, which video
chat program do you use?”
ASL speaking respondents were also asked: “If applicable, how
many years have you spoken ASL?”; “If applicable, from whom
did you learn ASL?”; “What language do you prefer to
communicate with family?”; “What language do you prefer to
communicate with friends?”; “Are you Deaf?”; “Do you use a
video phone?”; “Do you use video relay services?”

5.1 Subjective Video Quality Preferences
Respondents were asked to select which video they preferred
when presented with two videos playing simultaneously side-by
side at the same bitrates. Figure 6 shows the percentage of people
vs. bitrate who selected the 320×240 spatial resolution over the
192×144 spatial resolution by ASL and non-ASL speaking
respondents.

5. RESULTS
Recall, at the start of the survey, respondents self-declared their
fluency in ASL. In part 1 of the survey, we investigated (1) the
preferences of both ASL speakers and non-ASL speakers for
spatial resolution as bitrates varied, and (2) how subjective video
quality preferences compared to measured PSNR values. In part 2
of our survey, we were interested in whether comprehension of
ASL video content by respondents fluent in ASL was affected by
transmission bitrate and spatial resolution.

A one-sample Chi-Square test was performed to test whether the
proportion of subjects who picked the 320×240 spatial resolution
vs. the 192×144 spatial resolution was significantly different than
chance at each bitrate (10-60 kbps in increments of 10 kbps).
Recall that both videos were displayed at the same spatial
resolution (320×240).
At 10 kbps, both subject groups overwhelmingly preferred the
video quality of the lower 192×144 spatial resolution over the
320×240 spatial resolution (χ21,N=95=97.347, p<.0001). At
transmission bitrates of 20 kbps and higher, both subject groups
preferred the video quality of the 320×240 spatial resolution
(χ21,N=95=68.40, p<.0001).

A total of 103 respondents completed the survey; however, in part
1, we eliminated results from those who used internet browsers
incompatible with our survey. We kept results from respondents
who completed part 1 but failed to finish the entire survey (part 2
and demographics sections). In part 1, we analyzed data from 95
respondents: 56 ASL speakers (30 men, 15 women, and 11 who
did not specify) and 39 non-ASL speakers (13 men, 25 women,
and 1 who did not specify). Their age ranged from 18-71 years old
(mean: 37 years). Of the respondents who self-reported fluency in
ASL, 41 were deaf, 35 self-declared using ASL as their daily
language, and the number of years they have spoken ASL ranged
from 3-58 years (mean: 26 years). Seventy-eight respondents (43

Percentage of People

ASL

5.2 Video Comprehension
Respondents were asked to rate their perceived ease/difficulty of
comprehending each of the twelve videos on a 7-point Likert
scale. Recall that the wording of this question alternated between
respondents, but remained the same within each participant.
Nonparametric analyses were used to analyze our 7-point Likert
scale responses for rating the perceived ease/difficulty of
comprehension. Since we gathered ordinal and dichotomous
response data, a Friedman test [9] was used to analyze the main
effect of bitrate and spatial resolution on comprehension. Separate
Wilcoxon tests [33] were performed to investigate the effect of
spatial resolution within each bitrate.

Non‐ASL

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

The Friedman test indicated a significant main effect of spatial
ଶ
resolution on video comprehension (χଵ,ேୀହଷ
=8.33, p<.01). The
Friedman test also indicated a significant main effect of bitrate on
video comprehension (χଶହ,ேୀହଷ =146.15, p<.0001).

10

20

30
40
Bitrate (kbps)

50

Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction were performed within
each bitrate to identify the effect of spatial resolution on
comprehension. Of the 53 respondents, 24 were asked to rate the
difficulty of comprehension and 29 were asked to rate the ease of
comprehension. The results of the Wilcoxon test for the perceived
ease/difficulty of comprehension are presented separately, below.

60

Figure 6: Percentage of People vs. Bitrate (kbps) who selected
320×240 instead of 192×144 spatial resolution in the pairedcomparison experiment. Data is from 56 ASL speakers and
39 Non-ASL speakers.
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Table 1: Mean Likert Scale responses (1-7) for difficulty of
comprehending video quality. Note lower Likert scores
correspond to less perceived difficulty.

Table 2: Mean Likert Scale responses (1-7) for ease of
comprehending video quality. Note higher Likert scores
correspond to easier perceived comprehension.

Spatial Resolution

Spatial Resolution

192×144

320×240

Mean

Std. Error

Mean

Std. Error

Bitrate

Mean

Std. Error

Mean

Std. Error

10

6.00

0.28

5.71

0.24

10

2.90

0.31

3.55

0.28

20

4.38

0.35

4.54

0.29

20

5.10

0.29

4.72

0.29

30

3.83

0.33

3.54

0.32

30

5.34

0.26

5.48

0.26

40

2.75

0.33

3.79

0.33

40

5.90

0.25

5.41

0.23

50

2.75

0.33

3.42

0.31

50

6.27

0.19

5.48

0.22

60

2.67

0.30

3.41

0.35

60

6.34

0.14

5.62

0.20

320x240 (spatial resolution)
192x144 (spatial resolution)
320x240 (PSNR)
192x144 (PSNR)

320x240 (spatial resolution)
192x144 (spatial resolution)
320x240 (PSNR)
192x144 (PSNR)
Mean Likert Scale Response

7
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4
3
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Mean Likert Scale Response
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Figure 7: Double y-axis plot of 7-point Likert scale. Negative
PSNR values of spatial resolutions and bitrates. Lower Likert
scores correspond to less difficulty and lower PSNR values
correspond to higher video quality. Notice a negative PSNR
crossover point occurs at 40 kbps.

Figure 8: Double y-axis plot of 7-point Likert scale.
Positive PSNR values of spatial resolution and bitrate.
Higher Likert scores correspond to more ease and higher
PSNR values correspond to higher video quality. Notice a
positive PSNR crossover point occurs at 40 kbps.

5.2.1 Rating Difficulty of Comprehension

For example, Table 1 and Figure 7 indicated a large difference of
mean Likert scores at 40 kbps, but changing the spatial resolution
within that bitrate was not significant in affecting the difficulty of
comprehension (Z=48.5, n.s.).

Recall that about half of the respondents saw a 7-point Likert
scale concerning the difficulty of comprehension, ranging from 1
(strongly disagree), i.e., less difficult to comprehend, to 7
(strongly agree), i.e., more difficult to comprehend. Table 1 shows
the mean Likert scale response for the difficulty of
comprehending the ASL video transmitted at each bitrate and
spatial resolution and displayed at 320×240 pixels.

5.2.2 Rating Ease of Comprehension

Figure 7 is a double y-axis plot of the mean Likert responses and
the negative PSNR values for each bitrate and spatial resolution.
Notice that the PSNR values are negative, where lower values
correspond to higher video quality.

Recall that about half the respondents saw a 7-point Likert scale
concerning the ease of comprehension, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree), i.e., less easy to comprehend, to 7 (strongly agree), i.e.,
more easy to comprehend. Table 2 shows the mean Likert scale
response for the ease of comprehending ASL video transmitted at
each bitrate and spatial resolution and displayed at 320×240
pixels.

Comprehension was significantly less difficult at 60 kbps for the
320×240 spatial resolution than the 192×144 spatial resolution
(Z=35.0, p<.01). However, changing the spatial resolution within
other bitrates did not indicate more difficulty in comprehension.

Figure 8 is a double y-axis plot of the mean Likert responses and
the positive PSNR values for each bitrate and spatial resolution.
Notice that the PSNR values are positive, where higher values
correspond to higher video quality.
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Transmitting at 320×240 spatial resolution rather than at a
192×144 spatial resolution at 50 and 60 kbps was significantly
easier to comprehend (Z=100.0, p<.001 and Z=88.5, p<.001,
respectively). This result is also shown in the PSNR curve in
Figure 8; at 50 kbps and 60 kbps, the positive PSNR values were
higher for the larger spatial resolution. However, changing the
spatial resolution within other bitrates did not make the content
easier to understand. Even though Table 2 and Figure 8 indicate a
large difference of mean Likert score at 10 kbps, changing the
spatial resolution within that bitrate was not significant in
affecting comprehension (Z=45.5, n.s.).

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we investigated how varying bitrates and spatial
resolutions of ASL video affect subjective video quality (for both
self-reported ASL speakers and non-ASL speakers) and
comprehension of video content (ASL speakers only). We found
that our respondents’ preferences for video spatial resolutions at
different bitrates did not agree with the results of the calculated
PSNR values of measured video quality. Whether or not
respondents were fluent in ASL did not impact their preference
for bitrate and spatial resolution; both groups selected the
320×240 spatial resolution over the 192×144 spatial resolution at
20 kbps and higher. However, we did find a main effect where
changing the spatial resolution and bitrate significantly impacted
perceived ease/difficulty of comprehension. Closer inspection of
which spatial resolution and bitrates significantly impacted
comprehension revealed that the 320×240 spatial resolution sent
at 50-60 kbps improved the ease of comprehension. A notable
finding was that PSNR may correlate with rating the perceived
ease/difficulty of comprehension at higher bitrates and spatial
resolutions. Therefore, the recommendation for MobileASL is to
transmit video at 192×144 spatial resolution at 40 kbps to provide
intelligible sign language video while keeping computational
costs low.

6. DISCUSSION
We compared the video preference results from part 1 to PSNR
measurements, which reinforced that PSNR may not accurately
reflect subjective video quality. The PSNR values suggested that
bitrates at 40 kbps and lower spatial resolution of 192×144 pixels
had higher quality than the 320×240 spatial resolution; however,
subjective user preferences revealed that at 20 kbps and higher,
the larger spatial resolution was preferred. This finding is not
unexpected since PSNR does not account for compression
artifacts (blockiness and Gibbs’s phenomena [23]). Also, visual
inspection of each pair of videos showed that at bitrates 20 kbps
and higher, enlarging the smaller spatial resolution to display at
320×240 pixels caused the video to appear more blurry than when
simply transmitting the larger spatial resolution.

For future work, we would like to see how our findings can be
applied to improve consumption of mobile phone resources such
as battery life and data consumption of metered cell phone plans.
We are particularly interested to learn if behavioral changes occur
when users are aware of how they consume resources and, if
given the option, would users elect to lower bitrates and spatial
resolution to gain more battery life or conversation time.

One might expect that the same bitrates and spatial resolutions
indicated as preferred in part 1 would similarly influence
comprehension of content; that is, that respondents would indicate
greater ease (or less difficulty) of comprehension when shown
video at a 320×240 spatial resolution at bitrates of 20 kbps and
higher. However, transmitting either spatial resolution sent at 10
50 kbps had no effect on making comprehension more difficult.
At 60 kbps only, respondents expressed that transmitting the
larger spatial resolution made the content significantly less
difficult to comprehend. This result was the same among the
respondents who were asked to rate the ease (rather than the
difficulty) of comprehension. Neither of the two spatial
resolutions, at bitrates of 10 to 40 kbps, made comprehending the
video easier. However, at 50 and 60 kbps, respondents did
indicate that transmitting the larger spatial resolution made
comprehension easier. When comparing these findings to the
PSNR curves (Figures 8 and 9), we see that PSNR measurements
may accurately reflect the perceived ease/difficulty at which
respondents rated comprehension of ASL video. The PSNR
curves showed a threshold where at 50 kbps and higher,
transmitting the larger spatial resolution produces better video
quality than transmitting and enlarging the smaller spatial
resolution. The results of the survey agree with this and also
indicate that at 50 kbps and higher, video comprehension was
made easier.
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